Coding Story

Coding world learning as playing! Coding, do
not study, but learn as playing.
Coding Story with together with Momo C
Coding Story, which raises creativity and problem-solving ability,
is the storytelling STEAM coding education which children can
learn easily and with fun.
It is the comprehensive coding learning system where children
meet the world of imagination in the real world linking software

and hardware.
You are invited to the imaginary world where everything is
possible, Coding Story.
Coding, isn't it difficult?
Easy and interesting Coding Story is not learning complex
programming languages but the educational content that raises
children's imagination and creativity by learning coding easily and
with fun as linking software and hardware.

With blocks, one after another from the basics
Scratch command blocks are connected and joined in order to
learn the basic coding concept.
Arranging coding blocks, it is possible to immediately see the
coding result with creative teaching materials for intuitive coding
learning.

a. Product Kit
Coding Story - Product Kit consists of 3 Categories of parts.
a) Creative Parts Kit
b) Work Book
c) Programming Software

b. Coding Story Curriculum
Coding Story course consists of 4 Levels of learning.
a) Level 1

b) Level 2

c) Level 3

d) Level 4

Level 1
Sounding and lighting twinkle twinkle
It is the basic course which uses the buzzer board and the LED
board. Learn how to use basic coding blocks and increase interest
on coding by simple coding.

Level 2
Move as detecting obstacles
It is the course using infrared sensor board and the motor
variously. It is possible to program codes for Momos to move as
sharing signals to each other by command block
transmission/receive.

Level 3
Click the button and clap
It is the course to make an exciting game using the
contact sensor board and the sound sensor board.
Enhances thinking power while learning variable, random
number, replicating and sound related command blocks.

Level 4
Color, temperature and slope sensors
In-depth course using the color, temperature and slope sensors.
Raises logical thinking power and problem solving ability while
learning timer, operation and join command blocks.

